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Quite possibly more relevant than ever before, the classic kings of Punk THE ADICTS have returned with
astounding intensity on their latest release: And It W as So. Genuine Punk Rock has always been about sending
a message, but more importantly it's about remaining true to your roots, and for decades, THE ADICTS have
never tried to become anything but what they are: raw, unadulterated Punk Rock.
First establishing themselves in Ipswich, Suffolk, ENGLAND as early as 1975, and putting out their first full length
album on Dwed Records "Songs Of Praise" in 1981, THE ADICTS have had decades to perfect their craft.
Their motivation is tireless, unending, and they are entirely dedicated to purity of music which in today's scene is
rare to say the least. The two primary types of fuel used to ignite THE ADICTS fire are most certainly their
diehard fans, and the true art form that is the creation of their own original music.
Staying true to their personal taste is part of what caught the recent attention of Nuclear Blast Records. When
it comes to music THE ADICTS write what they want to; they've never been into the fashion of it all. There are
currently no pressures being put on the band, whereas years ago they were under so much pressure that none of
them even wanted to write. After signing to the new label, and with new music ready and waiting to be presented
to millions of fans all over the world, THE ADICTS are shifting into the craziness of our modern world and all its
influence.
The new album is very diverse and there's definitely something on there for everybody: some politics, some
stories, and some tongue in cheek digs at the media. In a world saturated with media influence and brainwashing,
THE ADICTS message is probably just as relative today (if not, more so) as it was years ago. Tracks like the title
track "And It W as So," have a classic, straightforward message like: we're here, we're not going anywhere: this
is us, and this is what you'll always get. The track "Talking Shit" is a classic reflection of going out, getting drunk,
talking shit, and pissing off those around you who are easily offended. The album also has some darker tracks like
"You'll Be The Death of Me," or "Picture The Scene" which talks about the artists of surrealism.
The recording process this album cycle was also a new experience. Without any manufactured sounds THE
ADICTS finally did it the way they've always wanted to do it: as a real band. They feel that they've captured with
this
album,
for
the
first
time,
how
[they]
actually
sound,
live.
THE ADICTS remain very busy, constantly touring with as many as 50 shows a year. Their fans, and the following
of hardcore Punk Rockers that are dedicated to their message are such a motivator for the band that they
wouldn't exist without them. Being so close with their fans, at every concert, it doesn't matter where, the band
will be out and about, walking around. Nothing's ever going to stop them from going out and meeting their
followers. They're thrilled that so many generations attend their shows. The old fans are coming out the
woodwork, too, some saying they thought they were too old to go out to concerts. What a silly thing to think!
With have even more future tunes in the works, they aren't afraid to jump back in when the time is perfect.
Guitarist Pete Dee explains: "We're writing some good shit. Hopefully the people get off on it because that's what it
boils down to, isn't it?" With their original line up still mostly intact and with a couple new additions; Pete Dee,
Kid Dee, Monkey, and Highko Strom are not tiring of anything remotely related to THE ADICTS. "We're very
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satisfied as a band; we're very happy. This is one of our happiest times. We are what we are and the beautiful thing is:
the kids like it. There's a lot of positivity so we're just going to keep on rocking... and enjoying it."
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